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	Back in 1997, when I began my career as a professional web developer, I started working with
	Classic ASP. After a brief training period in a few different programming languages such as C++
	and Java, I was thrown in at the deep end and assigned to a project to build an Intranet application
	for a large consultancy firm in the Netherlands using Classic ASP. Despite the complexity of
	the project and my lack of experience at the time, I was still able to make valuable contributions to
	the code base. This was partly due to the great support I received from my more experienced colleagues,
	but also because of how approachable Classic ASP was. Although it’s considered outdated
	now, Classic ASP had a few great features that made it the technology of choice for many developers
	for a long period of time. One of the things I really liked about it was how approachable it was. You
	didn’t need complex and overwhelming tools, but instead you could use a simple text editor that had
	features such as color coding and multiple tabs. Deployment was also very easy: You just uploaded
	the file to the server and the changes would be applied immediately. For features not supported outof-
	the-box (such as image scaling and uploading of files), one of my colleagues would write a DLL
	in Visual Basic 6 to get the job done. I had great respect for those that possessed these skills as it
	seemed pretty complicated at that time.


	Then in early 2000, ASP.NET was released. It marked a radical change in web development as it
	approached things from a completely different angle. Rather than having you work with the underlying
	technologies that make up the Web (such as HTTP , HTML, CSS and more) directly, ASP.NET
	shields the developer from many of these concepts, and lets you work with a web application in a
	similar way to how you write desktop applications. As a result, ASP.NET made the hard things easy
	and the easy things hard. Things that used to take hours or days to develop in Classic ASP — such
	as building data-driven web pages — could now be done in minutes, simply by dragging and dropping
	a few controls. But things that were dead-easy before — such as adding an in-line CSS class to
	a table cell displaying records from a database — all of a sudden turned out to be very difficult.


	I clearly recall how the first books on ASP.NET I read stated how unbelievably cool it all was,
	how it was so much better than Classic ASP, and how it solved so many problems. Although these
	claims have proven to be true over the past ten years, back then I already started wondering what
	people would write the day a successor or competitor for ASP.NET would be released, and how all
	the benefits of ASP.NET would be turned upside down as disadvantages to better promote the new
	technology.
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Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PCApress, 2007
MythTV is a powerful open source personal video recorder (PVR) application that runs on Linux. Developed for several years by volunteers, it offers a stable and extensible platform for automating all of the things you would expect from a PVR, and much more.
Practical MythTV: Building a PVR and Media Center PC takes a project-based...
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GNU Autoconf, Automake, and LibtoolSams Publishing, 2000
This book is a tutorial for Autoconf, Automake and Libtool, hereafter referred to as the GNU Autotools.  The GNU manuals that accompany each tools adequately document each tool in isolation.  Until now, there has not been a guide that has described how these tools work together.

If you are a developer and are looking to...
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Fundamentals of Probability: With Stochastic ProcessesCRC Press, 2018

	
		"The 4th edition of Ghahramani's book is replete with intriguing historical notes, insightful comments, and well-selected examples/exercises that, together, capture much of the essence of probability. Along with its Companion Website, the book is suitable as a primary resource for a first course in probability. Moreover, it...
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MicroopticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
“…revised and extended…an essential book for those interested in knowing more about the subject.” (Measurement and Control, Vol.38, No.2, March 2005)
    "If you were wondering what microoptics actually is or how it is specifically defined, then this book not only provides the answer but represents a...
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Living Well with Parkinson'sJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
Glenna Atwood shared her experiences and insights about how
she and her family coped with Parkinson’s disease in the first edition
of Living Well with Parkinson’s.

Her words were educational and inspirational to many people
affected by this intrusion in their life’s plan. Glenna, with Blaine—...
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Linux Transfer for Windows Network Admins: A Roadmap for Building a Linux File ServerHentzenwerke Publishing, 2003
Delving into how the Linux operating system is constructed and how it works, this book takes the point of view of an administrator experienced in Windows architecture. Covered are the installation and configuration of a network file server as well as user management and file and directory sharing. In addition, information is provided on...
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